






the BASICS 
Jump 

Hold down the button to jump higher 
You can jump up walls 

SlaSh 
You can slash in 4 directions (up, down, left, right) 
Slashing moves you in that direction 
You can deflect bullets 

Shoot 
You have 3 bullets per life 
You can shoot in 4 directions 

DaSh 
Consumes a bullet 
You can dash in 8 directions 
Swords can't hurt you while dashing 



COMBINATIONS 
Sword Jump (JUMP then SLASh) 

Slash immediately after jumping 
Don't let go of the jump button 

 
Wobble BulLet (SHOOT then SLASh) 

Slash immediately after shooting 
1/2 the speed of a regular bullet 

 
Super BulLet (Shoot While Dashing) 

Twice the speed of a regular bullet 
Opponents tumble if they deflect it 
Tears though destructibles 

Super SLASh (dash + SLASh) 
Super deflecting a regular bullet creates a super bullet 
Super deflect a super bullet to avoid tumbling 
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PALM FIRE (SHOOT) 
Her bullet creates a fire where it hits the ground 

 
SPEED BooST (PASSIVE) 

Speed boost for a short time after spawning 
Beheading an opponent triggers the speed boost again (KO 
an opponent with a horizontal slash while slightly above 
them to behead) 



eCho FloaT (JUMP While In The Air) 
Airborne mix-ups 

 
DISAPPEAR (dash) 

Turns invisible for a short time after dashing 
Will reappear if you slash 

GHOST BULLETS (SHOOT WHILE INVISIBLE) 
Invisible Ghost = invisible bullets 






WALL Climb (jump towards wall + up) 
Scrambles up walls until he gets tired 

 
WOLF SPEED (PASSIVE) 

Accelerates significantly when running on the ground 









Log SwaP (Dash) 
Swap positions and momentum with your log 

 
Acorn Charge  (Shoot) 

Hold longer for faster shot 
At full charge, fire a super bullet 

Likes Water (PASsive) 
Retains ammo when wet 



kUNAI (Shoot) 
Kunai stick to walls, and can be picked up to regain ammo 
Slug only gets two kunai 

 
TILT SHOT (UP or down after shooTing) 

Press up or down immediately after shooting 

 

Fast FALL (DOWN + Jump) 
 
STICKY (Press Against Wall or Ceiling) 



 
ExploSive BulletS (SHOOT) 

His bullets explode KO'ing anyone nearby (including 
himself!) 

SUMO TOSS (DASH) 
If he dashes through an opponent, Pops will toss them in the 
direction you are pressing when the dash ends 

BIG BOY (PASSIVE) 
Falls faster than other characters 






PizzA Roll (hold while landing) 
Zoom 
Rolls under most bullets 

 
Catch 'em all (daSh) 

Dash through an opponent to steal their ammo 

Hot pocket (daSh + SlaSh) 
Dash + Slash a bullet to instantly pocket it 



Knuckle BulletS (ShOOT) 
Golem's bullets will destroy other bullets (including his own) 

SLOWPOKE (ShOOT + SLASh) 
Golem's wobble bullet is super-powered 

Stone Stance (PaSSIVE) 
Tumbles less than other characters 



GUnN Grind 
Grind on the ground (press down) or walls (press left or 
right) while moving to generate ammo 

 
Bullet Stomp (Jump) 

Press jump while in the air to stomp and deflect bullets 
Tilt the deflect by pressing left or right 

One in the chamber (PASSIVE) 
Spawns with only one bullet 



 
Sword ToSS (SHOOT) 

Minit tosses their sword instead of shooting 
This doesn't use ammo 

Watering Can (dash) 
Rocket through the air 
Empty? Refuel in any body of water 

Cursed Sword (PaSSIVE) 
Minit dies after 60 seconds 



BOMBS (ShOOT) 
Bombs can be picked up (press down) and thrown (press 
slash) by any character 
Dash + Shoot to make it a sticky bomb 

 
ROPE (UP + ShOOT) 

Only Ana can climb ropes 

Jetpack (DASh) 
Hold the jump button to fire the engines 

CRAWL (DOWN + Left/Right) 
Ana can crawl under most bullets 

LEDGE Hang (passive) 
Press down to let go 
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Empty Garbage (SHOOT) 
Toss 3 pieces of trash 
One ammo left? Toss a diamond! 

 
Eject (DASH) 

Zero-G float in peace 

Vent Install (Press Against Surface + DASH) 
Install 2 then travel by hitting one 
Trash and bullets can also vent! 

Task Complete (SLASH + Press Directions) 
Swipe a terminal with your ID and press the corresponding directions 

Mutate (COMPLETE 3 TASKS THEN DASH) 
If you wriggle, you’re ready… 
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Impalester (SHOOT) 
Unlimited uses! 
Attacks in 8 directions 

Backstabby (SLASH) 
Knife as fast as you can mash 
Deflected bullets turn into super bullets! 

Camouflage (DOWN) 
Where’d it go? 


